Invitation to Support “Vaccines and Global Health: The Week in Review” and the Center for Vaccine Ethics and Policy

December 2022

With our 680th edition this weekend, we are energized to be completing 13 years of publication of Vaccines and Global Health: The Week in Review

This weekly digest – a program of our Center for Vaccine Ethics and Policy – is reaching a growing and global base of readers, curating key content addressing vaccines, immunization and global health from a broad spectrum peer-reviewed journals and grey literature, and from various practice domains and organization types. We hope you find it useful!

Of course, as a non-profit NGO we depend on grants and contributions to fuel our work. We certainly recognize that members of our global audience operate in diverse settings where “contributions” and financial support of NGOs have different traditions or may not be a norm at all.

That said, we are inviting you to consider support for this digest and the work of our Center under the options below.

Options to Provide Support

[1] You can forward the next edition of the digest to colleagues who might find it useful, helping us expand our impact.

[2] If you think that your organization/institution/company might provide support, please contact us directly at david.r.curry@ge2p2global.org to explore this further.

[3] If you elect to make a contribution, or treat this as an annual subscription [i.e. USD$1 per issue/50 issues], we have three basic options:
   :: we maintain a secure website page here through which you can contribute via credit card or debit card.
   :: you can send a wire transfer [SWIFT: PNCCUS33 ACCT HOLDER: GE2P2 Global Foundation ACCT NUMBER: 8403739922]
   :: you can mail a check/bank draft to GE2P2 Global Foundation – CVEP Fund, 605 West Upsal St. Suite 300, Philadelphia, PA 19119, USA

However you respond, we hope that our larger programme of work may stimulate your thinking and lead you to reach out to explore potential collaboration in realizing a global vision: equitable and affordable immunization for all across the life course as a basic human right and public health imperative.

Thanks in advance!

David R Curry, MS
President & CEO
GE2P2 Global Foundation
david.r.curry@ge2p2global.org